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ABSTRACT

Foreign body ingestions in children are some of the most challenging clinical scenarios facing pediatric gastroenterologists. Determining the indications and timing for intervention requires assessment of patient size, type of object ingested, location, clinical symptoms, time since ingestion, and myriad other factors. Often the easiest and least anxiety-producing decision is the one to proceed to endoscopic removal, instead of observation alone. Because of variability in pediatric patient size, there are less firm guidelines available to determine which type of object will safely pass, as opposed to the clearer guidelines in the adult population. In addition, the imprecise nature of the histories often leaves the clinician to question the timing and nature of the ingestion. Furthermore, changes in the types of ingestions encountered, specifically button batteries and high-powered magnet ingestions, create an even greater potential for severe morbidity and mortality among children. As a result, clinical guidelines regarding management of these ingestions in children remain varied and sporadic, with little in the way of prospective data to guide their development. An expert panel of pediatric endoscopists was convened and produced the present article that outlines practical clinical approaches to the pediatric patient with a variety of foreign body ingestions. This guideline is intended as an educational tool that may help inform pediatric endoscopists in managing foreign body ingestions in children. Medical decision making, however, remains a complex process requiring integration of clinical data beyond the scope of these guidelines. These guidelines should therefore not be considered to be a rule or to be establishing a legal standard of care. Caregivers may well choose a course of action outside of those represented in these guidelines because of specific patient circumstances. Furthermore, additional clinical studies may be necessary to clarify aspects based on expert opinion instead of published data. Thus, these guidelines may be revised as needed to account for new data, changes in clinical practice, or availability of new technology.
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In 2000 the American Association of Poison Control Centers documented that 75% of the >116,000 ingestions reported were in children 5 years of age or younger (1). As opposed to adults, 98% of foreign body ingestions (FBIs) in children are accidental and involve common objects found in the home environment, such as coins, toys, jewelry, magnets, and batteries (2). Children may present with overt symptoms, including, but not limited to, stridor, pain, drooling, fussiness, chest pain, abdominal pain, fever, feeding refusal, wheezing, and respiratory distress (3). Conversely, they may be completely asymptomatic but brought in after ingestion witnessed by a caretaker. For the purposes of the present article, FBIs will be categorized into the following major groups: button batteries (BBs), magnets, sharp/pointed objects, food impaction, coins/blunt objects, and superabsorbent objects. Management of caustic agents and other toxic ingestions is outside the scope of the present article.

If an object is in the esophagus, removal is considered mandatory. The airway should be protected with an endotracheal tube during removal, particularly critical if the patient has been fasting for <8 hours. Depending on the position of the object and the nil per os (NPO) status of the patient, removal by anesthesia with McGill forceps or by ENT with a rigid scope may be alternatives...
to endoscopic removal. Timing of endoscopy is dependent on a number of factors, including clinical status of the patient, the time of the patient’s last oral intake, type of ingestion, and location within the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Generally speaking, timing can be divided into categories of emergent (<2 hours from presentation, regardless of NPO status), urgent (<24 hours from presentation, following usual NPO guidelines), and elective (>24 hours from presentation, following usual NPO guidelines). A brief overview of these timing considerations is provided in Table 1.

**TABLE 1. Timing of endoscopic intervention in pediatric foreign body ingestions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Button battery</td>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>Yes or No</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastric/SB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urgent (if age &lt;5 and BB ≥20 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elective (if not moving on serial x-ray)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnets</td>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent (if not managing secretions, otherwise urgent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastric/SB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent (if not managing secretions, otherwise urgent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastric/SB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent (if signs of perforation, then with surgery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food impaction</td>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent (if not managing secretions, otherwise urgent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin</td>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent (if not managing secretions, otherwise urgent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastric/SB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long object</td>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastric/SB</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorptive object</td>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Emergent (if not managing secretions, otherwise urgent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastric/SB</td>
<td>Yes or no</td>
<td>Urgent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BB = button battery; SB = small bowel.

The cause behind this dramatic increase in morbidity and mortality seems to be linked to 2 specific changes in the BB market through that time period: increased diameter and a change to lithium cells. The larger diameter results in increased likelihood of esophageal impaction, whereas the lithium composition results in increased voltage delivery. Lithium became the preferred cell type because of longer shelf life capacity, better stability at cool temperature, lighter weight, and ability to carry twice the voltage of previously used mercuric oxide, manganese dioxide, and zinc-air cells. As a result, lithium cell ingestion rose from approximately 1% in 1990 to almost 25% of all of the BB ingestions by 2008. In addition, ingestion of BBs >20 mm in diameter increased from 1% to 18% during that same time period, comprising 94% of known fatalities. The combination of both larger size and lithium cell seems to be important, because outcomes for lithium ingestions <20 mm are comparable to other cell types (8).

The mechanism of injury in these patients is related primarily to the generation of hydroxide radicals in the mucosa, resulting in a caustic injury from high pH, instead of an electrical-thermal injury. Animal data have documented a rise in pH from 7 to 13 at the negative pole of implanted BBs within 30 minutes of ingestion. These animal models document that necrosis within the esophageal lamina propria may begin as soon as 15 minutes from the time of ingestion, with extension to the outer muscular layer within 30 minutes (9). This corresponds with anecdotal reports of significant esophageal stricture within 2 hours of ingestion. As such, continued injury may occur days to weeks even after removal of the battery, with death from aortoenteric fistulas reported up to 19 days later (6). Not surprisingly, new batteries confer a >3-fold greater risk of injury (8) compared with spent batteries. Nevertheless, extreme caution must be maintained with all of the ingestions, because lithium batteries often contain enough residual charge to cause injury even once they are no longer operational.

**BUTTON BATTERY INGESTIONS**

Although disk-shaped BBs have been used for almost 30 years, initial experience with GI ingestion of these batteries was fairly benign. Although there had been concern that degradation of the integrity of the battery itself may lead to caustic injury or increased levels of mercury, compiled data on battery ingestions published by the National Capital Poison Center in 1992 of >2300 BB ingestions during a 7-year period found no deaths and only a 0.1% prevalence of major effect (defined as life-threatening or disabling; in this series, there were 2 patients with esophageal stricture) (4). During the ensuing 18 years, however, that clinical experience changed dramatically with a follow-up paper from the National Capital Poison Center in 2010 (5). In this cohort of >8600 BB ingestions, there was a major effect in 73 patients (0.8%), with death in 13 patients (0.15%). There have been additional reported deaths since this publication (6,7). Although the incidence of BB ingestions had not changed significantly during the course of the 2 studies, the relative risk of major effect had increased almost 7-fold (8).

Essentially, all of these major effects involved esophageal BB injuries; thus, impaction at this site represents the highest risk for injury. As a result, esophageal BBs have emerged as the most critical indication for emergent endoscopy in children.
The high degree of morbidity and mortality that has been observed with BB ingestions in children has led to renewed focus to determine optimal management of these children. Types of injuries sustained have included tracheoesophageal fistula (47.9%), esophageal perforation (23.3%), esophageal strictures (38.4%), vocal cord paralysis from recurrent laryngeal nerve injury (9.6%), mediastinitis, cardiac arrest, pneumothorax, and aortoenteric fistula (7/13 fatalities) (8). Much of the attention has aimed at prevention of the catastrophic aortoenteric fistula, because only 1 case has been documented of a child being saved from this form of BB injury once it has occurred (10). Children at greatest risk are those younger than 5 years of age and those with battery ingestions ≥20 mm and multiple battery ingestions (5).

Cases of BB ingestion may be difficult to distinguish from the more common coin ingestions, discussed in a later section. Plain radiographs of the chest and abdomen should be examined carefully for the double halo sign on anteroposterior views and the “step-off” sign on lateral views, which help distinguish the offset poles of a BB from regular coins. Endoscopic removal may be difficult if there is adhesion of the battery to the mucosa because of the caustic injury. Removal forceps with a “rat tooth” design (Raptor forceps, US Endoscopy, Mentor, OH) can often successfully grasp the step-off between the 2 poles of the battery for removal. Alternatively, a retrieval net (Roth Net, US Endoscopy) may be effective also. In patients in whom the battery’s adherence to the mucosa prohibits removal by flexible endoscopy, use of a rigid endoscope by surgery or otolaryngology may be necessary, although this may increase the risk of perforation substantially.

**Controversial Aspects**

Endoscopic intervention (Fig. 1) for gastric BB remains controversial. Data from a large cohort in the national registry are reassuring, with no reported significant gastric injuries from BB ingestions (5). The potential danger, however, is evident through a report of an infant with gastric injury (11). In addition, one of the fatalities reported from aortoenteric fistula presented with a gastric BB that had apparently caused esophageal injury before reaching the stomach (6). This suggests that passage of a BB to the stomach alone cannot be used as a criterion that the child is free from potentially catastrophic underlying injury.

![FIGURE 1. Proposed management algorithm for ingestion of BBs in children. anbx = antibiotics; BB = button battery; CT = computed tomography; CV = cardiovascular; GI = gastrointestinal; IV = intravenous; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; NPO = nil per os; OR = operating room; q = every; UGI = upper gastrointestinal series.](https://www.jpgn.org)
some discretion to the clinician regarding the appropriate management of gastric batteries. The newly proposed clinical recommendations in the present article represent a significant departure from previous care algorithms in considering endoscopic evaluation in cases of gastric batteries. The intent of these recommendations, however, is to evaluate whether any demonstrable esophageal injury is present instead of gastric injury. This recommendation is based on expert opinion originating from the growing experience of catastrophic injury without a defined esophageal impaction, because no prospective, randomized studies have been performed on this subject. Factors supporting observation alone, without endoscopic removal of gastric batteries, are confirmed short duration of ingestion (<2 hours), size of the battery <20 mm, absence of clinical symptoms, and a child 5 years of age or older. Consistent with American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy guidelines, larger batteries (≥20 mm) in the stomach should be checked by radiograph and removed if in place after ≥48 hours.

Another challenging aspect in caring for these patients is optimal management after endoscopic removal of the BB. Therefore, the most prudent course in those patients with a high degree of suspicion for full-thickness esophageal injury, even when asymptomatic, is to remain hospitalized. Although the economic costs of this approach may incur scrutiny from insurers, these must be weighed against the costs associated with the management of a delayed-onset aortoenteric fistula. Conservative management with inpatient observation must also take into account the distance the patient must travel to have access to care if an event occurs while in the home. Repeated endoscopic evaluation may underestimate the degree of submucosal injury present. Cross-sectional imaging with computed tomography angiography or magnetic resonance imaging (Fig. 2) has been used in this context for less invasive and more comprehensive assessment of the proximity of injury to important vascular and airway structures. Therefore, if esophageal injury is identified at the level of the aorta on endoscopy, use of these noninvasive modalities is recommended for further investigation and follow-up. Endoscopic ultrasound may offer another alternative for surveillance of submucosal injury and proximity to vascular structures in centers that have this capability, but further study is needed.

For inflammation extending through to the intima of the aorta, preemptive surgical management with thoracotomy and aortic grafting should be considered, despite the associated morbidity and mortality. Again, given the extremely poor history of success with repair of acute aortoenteric fistula hemorrhage, this aggressive approach may be warranted. For this reason, it is crucial to have representatives from cardiothoracic surgery and interventional cardiology involved early in the evaluation of these patients and to remain as part of the management team.

Advocacy

Data from the report of the National Battery Ingestion Hotline reveal 8161 BB ingestions between 1990 and 2008, with an annual incidence ranging between 6.3 and 15.1 patients per million population (5). The overall incidence, however, did not seem to increase over time. In contrast, data from the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System estimate >40,000 injuries from batteries in children ≤13 years between 1997 and 2010, with a >2.5-fold increase in annual incidence in that time (7). The majority of injuries from ingestions occurred in children, 62.5% in those younger than 6 years of age. When a source for the ingested battery was known, 61.8% of these were obtained directly from the product and 29.8% were loose. The batteries were most commonly obtained from hearing aids (36.3%) and games/toys (22.1%). This pattern highlights the need to protect this vulnerable population from easily obtained and loose BBs in the household. Present regulations from the Consumer Product Safety Commission require manufacturers to ensure that battery compartments are secured for all of the products intended for use in children younger than 3 years of age. The increase in morbidity and mortality from battery injuries has resulted in legislation introduced in the Congress to expand this requirement to all of the electronic devices. Advocacy efforts have also been launched by the battery industry in the form of a public awareness campaign and Web site (thebatterycontrolled.com). This Web site contains a public service video and informational handouts that can be supplied to parents of young children. Actual battery ingestions should be reported to the National Battery Ingestion Hotline, to be included in their database (202-625-3333).

MAGNET INGESTIONS

Background

Ingestion of magnets is by no means a new occurrence in children (13), and cautions about the increased risk of injury with ingestion of multiple magnets have been in existence for many years. The primary risk is the potential for enteroenteric fistula formation between magnets in adjacent loops of bowel with associated perforation, peritonitis, and bowel ischemia/necrosis; however, increased morbidity and mortality from these ingestions has been recognized among gastroenterologists and emergency personnel. This is largely attributed to the common use of neodymium, or rare earth, magnets in toys and other small objects. These magnets have...
>5 times the attractive force of conventional magnets and have demonstrated the tendency to cause GI injury much more readily than their conventional counterparts. Although the same potential for injury and principles for management apply to non-neodymium magnets, the relative risk is significantly less because of their decreased magnetic pull.

The first report of injury from neodymium magnet ingestion was from a series of 24 patients in 2002 (14), with additional subsequent series published in the following years (15). The injurious potential has been augmented by their popular use as desk toys, under the name Buckyballs, NeoCube, and others, in which they are packaged together in large numbers (200–1000) that are harder for parents to keep track of. The small size and shiny nature of these magnets make them an attractive target for ingestion by infants and toddlers. Ingestions by older children and adolescents, however, are also common, because they use the magnets to simulate a variety of face and body piercings. In the mid 2000s, with increasing reports of ingestions, the Consumer Product Safety Commission worked with manufacturers on changes to the package labeling, to indicate that they were intended for adults and posed a specific risk to children. After continued reports of serious injury and 1 death in 2012, the Consumer Product Safety Commission issued a mandatory recall (16) of these products. This recall remains contested by some manufacturers (17), but most have complied and are no longer selling these products (see Appendix 1, http://links.lww.com/MPG/A426).

Morbidity and Mortality

The reported death of a 20-month-old child following a magnet ingestion in 2006 (18) led to numerous subsequent publications documenting severe injuries in children. Data collected from the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System database showed an alarming 8.5-fold increase in the incidence of magnetic ingestions in children between 2002 and 2011, with >16,000 estimated ingestions presenting to the emergency department in that time period (19). A survey conducted by the North American Society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition of its membership revealed 424 patients in the past 10 years, with increasing incidence of 199 patients in the prior year (results presented at the 2012 AAP National Conference and Exhibition). Further analysis of these survey data is forthcoming, but preliminary results show that 52% of these patients resulted in endoscopic observations alone. Of those who underwent surgery, 41% had repair of a perforation or fistula and 22% required some degree of bowel resection. In light of the increased morbidity and mortality associated with these ingestions, a proposed algorithm for their management was proposed in a 2012 article (Fig. 3) and is also endorsed by this expert committee (20).

Controversial Aspects

There is a clear consensus that urgent removal of multiple magnet ingestions is indicated, even in the asymptomatic patient, when the location is amenable to endoscopic retrieval, by either esophagogastroduodenoscopy or colonoscopy. The type of retrieval device used may vary depending on the size and shape of the magnet ingested, although retrieval nets (Roth Net, US Endoscopy) are often the best choice for small, round magnets. The management of the asymptomatic patient with multiple magnets beyond the ligament of Treitz but proximal to the terminal ileum is more controversial. In centers with small bowel enteroscopy (single or double balloon) available, these patients would be candidates for endoscopic removal. In most centers without this option, however, intervention would require laparotomy or laparoscopy, with concurrent increased morbidity, mortality, and costs. Conservative management with observation and perhaps laxative therapy may therefore be a reasonable alternative in this scenario. The concern, however, is that these patients may not become overtly symptomatic until a significant degree of bowel injury or even perforation has occurred. The general consensus among North American Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition experts has been that if conservative management for these small bowel magnet cases is chosen, direct patient observation in a controlled setting should be maintained. In addition, serial abdominal films and clear “ownership” of the patient until such time as passage of the magnets can be confirmed are vital. A more aggressive treatment plan should be strongly considered in cases in which the patient lives remotely from the treatment center or significant concerns for psychosocial factors exist that would impede access to prompt care if the child’s condition worsened. Endoscopic removal of single magnets is generally not considered necessary unless radiologic images cannot clearly determine whether a single magnet is truly present. Numerous reports document instances of multiple magnets adhered tightly together, thus appearing as a single object on x-ray. Therefore, it is imperative that at least 2 views of the chest or abdomen are obtained to discriminate the number of magnets present. If imaging shows that ≥2 magnets are adherent, then the multiple magnet protocol would apply. With other characteristics such as large magnet size or unusual shape, age of the child, location, or failure to pass as expected, endoscopic removal may be warranted.

POINTED OBJECTS (NAILS, PINS, TACKS, TOOTHPICKS)

Background

In the beginning of the 20th century, sharp objects were reported as one of the most commonly ingested foreign bodies. Safety pin and nail ingestions, 15% and 13%, respectively, accounted for the bulk of the sharp object ingestions in the United States. Partially because of the popularity of disposable diapers, ingestion of safety pins has significantly declined (21). During a 12-month prospective study, Paul et al reported that of 244 ingestions assessed by pediatric emergency room and pediatricians, 10% were defined as sharps and included straight pins, open safety pins, hairbrush bristles, and pine needles (22). Incidence rates between 11% and 13% were reported from European and Asian centers (23–25). The frequency and the type of ingested sharps are greatly dependent on cultural factors. Esophageal fish bones are most frequently encountered in patients of Asian and Mediterranean descent, where it is customary to introduce fish into the diet at a young age (26), whereas pin ingestions are higher in ethnic groups that use pins to fasten clothing or for religious or cultural beliefs (27,28). Toothpick ingestions tend to be more prevalent among older age groups.

Morbidity and Mortality

Many sharp objects follow Jackson’s axiom: “advancing points puncture, trailing do not” (29), and often pass the GI tract uneventfully (25). Before the development of modern surgical and endoscopic techniques, however, morbidity and mortality for ingestion of sharp objects were reported as high as 35% and 26%, respectively (30). Delayed presentation and management increases the risk of serious complications, whereas prompt diagnosis and
availability of endoscopic therapy are likely responsible for decreased incidence of adverse events (31). Symptomatic ingestions are more common if the foreign body is lodged in the upper-mid esophagus, with the most common symptoms of pain and dysphagia (25). Up to 50%, however, can remain asymptomatic for weeks even in the case of proximal intestinal perforation (30).

Reported complications include perforation and extraluminal migration, abscess, peritonitis, fistula formation (32–38), appendicitis (39,40), liver, bladder, heart, and lung penetration (39,41–43), incarcerated umbilical hernia (44), rupture of common carotid artery (45), aortoesophageal fistula, and death (46). The ileocecal region is the most common site for intestinal perforation, but perforations have been reported in the esophagus, pylorus, angle...
Management

A clear history or a suspicion of an ingested sharp foreign body necessitates urgent radiographic evaluation (Fig. 4). The positive predictive value of radiographs is 100% for metallic objects, but is much lower for objects made of glass (43%), fish bones (26%), and wood, which is completely radiolucent (25,50). If the x-ray is negative but suspicion for a foreign body remains high, it may be prudent to proceed to endoscopic evaluation. Alternatively, computed tomography scan, ultrasounds, magnetic resonance imaging, and upper GI barium swallow have been used to identify radiolucent foreign bodies but may delay definitive treatment, especially if contrast is used (47,51,52). A sharp object in the esophagus is a medical emergency because of the high risk of perforation and migration. It should be removed even if the patient has not been appropriately fasted. If the patient exhibits signs of respiratory compromise, neck swelling, crepitus, or peritonitis, a surgical consultation is mandatory and the patient should be transferred to a facility with appropriate expertise.

Controversial Aspects

A number of protective devices are available to limit esophageal trauma during retrieval. Although the diameter of an overtube (US Endoscopy and CONMED, Utica, NY) (56) generally precludes its use in pediatric patients, in one report a 13.2-mm overtube was successfully used in a 3-year-old boy weighing 13.2 kg (57). A foreign body protector hood (Kimberly-Clark, Irving, TX) is useful if the object is in the stomach or can be safely pushed into the stomach. Transparent distal caps have been used as protective devices and are widely available from band ligation or endoscopic mucosectomy kits (54) but can only be used with standard-sized endoscopes. When a sharp foreign body has passed the ligament of Treitz, enteroscopy and surgery can be considered for removal, although clinical, social, and economic risks and benefits must be assessed. If observation instead of removal is chosen in the asymptomatic patient, patients would benefit from monitoring in a hospital setting (23) with a daily abdominal x-ray.

![Figure 4. Proposed management algorithm for ingestion of sharp or pointed objects in children. CT = computed tomography; FB = foreign body; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging.](image-url)
Average transit time for foreign object in children has been described as 3.6 days (22), and the mean time from ingestion of a sharp object to perforation has been reported at 10.4 days (58). So, if the foreign body has not progressed on imaging in 3 days or the patient becomes symptomatic, surgical removal may be reconsidered.

Also controversial is endoscopic removal from the stomach and small bowel of straight pins and other sharp objects weighted at >1 end. Management recommendations vary from observation with serial x-rays to laparotomy (39). A number of case reports and small case series describe successful conservative management for the majority of ingested sharp objects (39). At present, however, no known patient or object criteria can be used to predict outcome. Additionally, straight pin perforations in the proximal GI tract are commonly asymptomatic, further complicating management. Despite Jackson’s axiom, given the low risk of endoscopy and albeit rare but significant risk of severe morbidity and mortality from swallowed sharp objects, removal of all of the sharp objects within the reach of the endoscope is recommended if possible. The patients and families can elect the conservative approach after a detailed informed consent discussion, given the rare nature of the adverse events.

ESOPHAGEAL FOOD IMPACTION

Background

Food bolus impactions are the most common type of FBI in adults with an estimated prevalence of 13 per 100,000 (59). Data in children are more limited, but several studies have shown that impaction is often secondary to underlying esophageal pathology, such as eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE), reflux esophagitis, post-anastomotic stricture following tracheoesophageal fistula repair, achalasia, and other motility disorders (59–62). Although the diagnosis of EoE is based on several criteria, several published pediatric series of esophageal food impaction (EFI) showed a range of eosinophilic inflammation on biopsy from 43 to 100 eosinophils per high-power field (61,63–65). This supports the clinical impression that acute or recurrent food impaction is a common presentation of EoE. Additional descriptive data from these pediatric series demonstrate that patients are predominantly boys with a mean age between 9 and 10 years. In the largest published series of 49 pediatric patients with EFI, 86% were white, non-Hispanic and 49% had a history of atopy (65).

Management

EFIs should be managed endoscopically when spontaneous clearance has not occurred (Fig. 5). If the patient is acutely symptomatic or showing signs of near-complete obstruction of the esophagus (eg, drooling, neck pain), endoscopy should be performed emergently to relieve the obstruction. If patients are able to tolerate their secretions, endoscopic removal may be delayed up to 24 hours. This will allow time to coordinate and perform the procedure in a controlled environment, as well as provide additional time for spontaneous clearance. Removal may require a piecemeal approach because of the incohesive nature of the impaction, resulting in a long, arduous procedure. For larger pediatric patients, an overtube may be considered to facilitate repeated esophageal intubations with minimal trauma, although the risk–benefit ratio should be carefully assessed. Transparent caps on the tip of the endoscope have been used successfully in these patients to aid in suctioning out large pieces of meat impactions (66,67). These caps may be either taken from band ligation devices or purchased separately in a variety of shapes and sizes (Olympus America, Melville, NY). At the time of endoscopic removal, biopsies should be obtained from the proximal and distal esophagus to assess for underlying pathology that would benefit from additional treatment and predispose to recurrence. In patients with initial endoscopic disimpaction, if EoE is suspected, dilation of any underlying stricture is best deferred for another date, after the biopsies have been able to be reviewed and appropriate treatment instituted as needed. Dilation at the initial presentation is also best avoided if the impaction has been in place for a prolonged period. Because of the high likelihood of underlying pathology, it is vital that these patients are referred for appropriate GI follow-up to ensure that appropriate treatment is initiated. Otherwise, they are likely to return with recurrent impaction.

Controversial Aspects

Although concern was raised by the expert panel of increased perforation risk with biopsies obtained at the time of endoscopic removal of the food impaction, no evidence exists to support this contention. Use of an overtube in the pediatric population carries some increased risk for perforation, although newer tubes made of softer materials may expand the range of patients who are eligible candidates (57). Use of glucagon to relax the lower esophageal sphincter to hasten spontaneous clearance has been studied with equivocal results and has not generally been recommended for EFI (68). Data suggest that it may be particularly ineffective in patients with underlying EoE (69). It may be considered in patients with distal esophageal impactions or in facilities where endoscopic care is not readily available. It should not be allowed to limit or delay appropriate endoscopic management. Similarly, advancement of a food bolus into the stomach by bougie dilator has been advocated as a method to avoid the need for endoscopic removal; however, there are no published reports in the literature. Although found to be safe and cost-effective for uncomplicated esophageal coins in some series (70,71), this practice should generally be discouraged in patients with food bolus impactions, because it may increase the risk of perforation when there is an undiagnosed stricture present and offers no option to obtain biopsies to identify underlying pathology. Conversely, gentle pressure under direct visualization with the tip of the endoscope into the center of the bolus to advance it into the stomach may be considered, although its use in pediatrics has not been studied. A series of 189 adult patients with EFI using the ‘‘push technique’’ resulted in no perforations (72) but has not been validated in younger patients. Use of papain or other proteolytic enzymes to soften or loosen bolus impactions is contraindicated, having been associated with esophageal injury (73), aspiration pneumonitis (74), perforation (75), and hypernatremia (76).

COINS AND OTHER BLUNT OBJECTS

Background

Coins are the most common ingested objects among children in the United States, with >250,000 ingestions and 20 deaths reported in the United States during a 10-year period (77). Factors that influence the likelihood of spontaneous passage include position in the esophagus, age of the child, and coin size. Generally, spontaneous clearance of coins occurs in approximately 30% of patients (78), whereas coins in the distal esophagus may clear before endoscopic removal in as many as 60% of patients, depending on the size of the coin and the age of the patient (79,80). Coins >23.5 mm, such as the American and Canadian quarters (24 mm), are more likely to become impacted, especially in children younger than 5 years of age.

Ingestion of large or long objects is also an issue of special concern. As with any esophageal foreign body, these ingestions
require prompt removal within 24 hours. If the diameter of the object is > 25 mm, however, it is unlikely to pass through the pylorus (12), especially in the younger child. Additionally, long objects, > 6 cm in length, are unlikely to clear the duodenal sweep and, if they do, are equally unlikely to pass through the ileocecal valve (81). In an adult study, 80% of objects longer than 6 cm were unable to pass the pylorus by 48 hours after presentation (31). For those reasons, large or long objects, even though they are blunt, should be removed from the stomach.

**Management**

Initial management of witnessed or suspected coin ingestions should begin with a foreign body series of radiographs to identify the presence and location of any coins (Fig. 6). Careful attention should be placed on the edges of the coin to exclude the double halo sign of a BB, which may easily be mistaken for a coin. In addition, lateral films are extremely helpful in differentiating the "step-off" between the positive and negative poles of a BB that will discriminate it from a coin. Esophageal coins should be removed within 24 hours on ingestion to reduce the risk of significant esophageal injury or erosion into neighboring structures. As with other esophageal impactions, if the patient is acutely symptomatic, unable to manage secretions, or with respiratory or other concerning symptoms, emergent removal is indicated. Otherwise, removal can be delayed up to 12 to 24 hours. A repeat radiograph, however, should be obtained immediately before the endoscopy, because up to one-fourth of esophageal coins pass spontaneously within 8 to 16 hours. After removal, the underlying esophageal mucosa should be

---

**FIGURE 5.** Proposed algorithm for management of EFIs in children. EFI = esophageal food impaction; EoE = eosinophilic esophagitis; FB = foreign body; GI = gastrointestinal; PPI = proton pump inhibitor.
examined closely for evidence of significant injury. If the timing of coin ingestion is unknown or otherwise suspected to have been prolonged (>24 hours), urgent endoscopic removal in the operating room with involvement of the local surgery team should be considered. Gastric coins can generally be managed expectantly, unless overt GI symptoms are noted. In asymptomatic patients, parents should be instructed to monitor the stools for passage of the coin and serial x-rays obtained every 1 to 2 weeks until clearance can be documented. If the coin is retained after 2 to 4 weeks of observation, elective endoscopic removal may be considered. Although no studies specify a specific time limit by which most spontaneously passed coins will exit the stomach, children with underlying anatomic or surgical changes, such as pyloromyotomy, may have increased risk for retained coins (82,83).

If at all possible, using a standard endoscope with a 9.0-mm diameter and a 2.8-mm working channel will allow the endoscopist to pass an alligator jaw forceps. Using a small endotracheal tube or deflating the cuff may allow passage of this endoscope. Other endoscopic options include small rubber-tipped or W-shaped forceps, small alligator forceps, and tripod or pentapod forceps that may have to be only partially opened (84).

Controversial Aspects

Alternative, nonendoscopic methods of coin removal have been successfully used at some centers, in an effort to decrease unnecessary use of resources and because of nonavailability of appropriate providers or referrals. As noted above in the discussion of EFI, data on the use of glucagon are equivocal at best and use of glucagon is not generally recommended (85), but may be considered in cases of distal esophageal coins when endoscopy is not readily available. Use of a Foley catheter under fluoroscopic guidance to ‘‘sweep’’ out coins lodged in the upper esophagus while the patient is maintained in the Trendelenburg position has been reported (86). This practice, however, is greatly operator dependent and has led to concerns about perforation, aspiration, and acute airway obstruction if performed incorrectly. Conversely, ‘‘pushing’’ coins into the stomach has been shown to be safe and cost-effective compared with endoscopic removal in uncomplicated cases of coin ingestions (70,71), but offers the disadvantages of not allowing direct inspection of the esophagus for underlying pathology, as well as inability to retrieve the coin.

SUPERABSORBENT OBJECTS

Background

The use of superabsorbent polymers in a variety of personal hygiene, agricultural, and entertainment products has become increasingly common. These polymers have a number of useful applications because of their ability to retain up to 100 times their weight in water. The most common use in the market is in disposable diapers and other feminine hygiene products. Their use in tampons, however, was restricted in the 1980s because of concerns about toxic shock syndrome; however, they have been marketed in a variety of children’s toys under the trade names Water Balz, Growing Skulls, H2O Orbs, and Fabulous Flowers toys, as well as by generic manufacturers. With increased exposure to children came the inevitable ingestion cases, complicated by the potential for bowel obstruction because the objects rapidly expand in the GI tract. The amount of expansion is variable, largely

dependent on the density of the cross-linked polymers and the purity of the surrounding water, but can reach up to 30 to 60 times their original volume. Thus, the marble-sized dry beads can easily expand to a size that would obstruct the bowel or gastric outlet. To date, only 4 publications are found (2 in the US literature (87,88) and 2 international) that have documented ingestion resulting in significant morbidity and mortality, including 1 death (89). These events led to a voluntary recall by the Consumer Product Safety Commission in December 2012. Nevertheless, a large number of these products can be found in the marketplace, in addition to their use for products other than toys. Management of these ingestions is made more challenging by the fact that they are radiolucent and will generally pass easily through the proximal GI tract until they enlarge enough to cause obstruction.

In adolescents, intentional ingestion of superabsorbent products (feminine pads and tampons) has been anecdotaly observed by members of the Endoscopy Committee, but at this time no reports of human ingestion have been published. Anecdotal cases of canine ingestion of (used) tampons resulting in bowel obstruction, however, have been reported. Because of their increased capacity to expand in the unused state, intentional ingestion by humans would also seem to incur a real risk of obstruction.

Management

In the case of ingestion of beads or balls of superabsorbent polymers, such as the Water Balz or similar product, emergent endoscopic removal would be recommended. Once again, the device used will depend on the size and shape of the object. For round objects, a retrieval net or wire basket may be most effective. For larger, irregularly shaped objects, a polyp snare may be a better option. Increased time of ingestion increases both the depth of passage and the amount of absorbed water. Radiographic studies before removal are unlikely to be helpful, because of the radiolucent nature of these objects. Contrast studies could potentially identify areas of obstruction, but are likely to delay or complicate plans for endoscopic removal. As with other types of FBIs, examination of other objects from the same product can aid in the planning for removal and help assess the degree of risk. In patients in whom ingestion is suspected but not witnessed, the decision to proceed with endoscopy may be made even before the advent of clinical symptoms, depending on the level of suspicion. If upper endoscopic examination fails to identify the object, a high degree of vigilance must be reserved for the development of more distal bowel obstruction. Surgical consultation and clinical observation may therefore be advised, again depending on the level of suspicion that a true ingestion has occurred.

Controversial Aspects

Once again, the decision on endoscopic intervention remains largely at the discretion of the endoscopist. At present, few reports, and that also only anecdotal, are available on which to base clinical recommendations. Use of more invasive intervention, such as small bowel enteroscopy or laparoscopy for removal in an otherwise asymptomatic patient, represents an even more controversial area. With increased experience, a greater consensus on the significant danger these types of ingestions represent and degree of aggressive management may develop. Until then, it seems prudent to err on the side of prompt removal whenever possible.

SUMMARY

Management of pediatric foreign bodies remains one of the most challenging endoscopic dilemmas faced by pediatric gastroenterologists. This is made more difficult by the lack of prospective, multicenter trials to provide a strong evidence base to develop guidelines. The present article is an attempt to provide some consensus among a panel of “expert” endoscopists to help guide clinical decision making in this population. This panel acknowledges, however, that the experiential basis used as a foundation for many of the recommendations made in the present article may contain a significant academic bias. This bias may limit applicability of these guidelines across many types of practices, and there can be no substitute for clinical judgment. It is therefore the intention of this panel that these guidelines be used as a starting point for clinical care, instead of an absolute management rubric.
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